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hand sanitizer division.

"THE CDC IS... WRONG"

“The CDC's recommendation to use
hand sanitizer with at least 60%
ethanol is wrong with reference to
Coronavirus, and its guidelines need
updating.”-Forbes
There are many companies out
there selling hand sanitizer, many of
which do not have the
recommended 80% alcohol content
recommended by the World Health
Organization. Articles like the one
mentioned above are quite
shocking, seeing as though there is
a surge in the United States of the
novel Coronavirus.

80%

"So how much alcohol do you
actually need? According to
a systematic review of scientific
studies by Günter Kampf of the
Institute of Hygiene and
Environmental Medicine, Germany,
ethanol is highly effective at 80%
concentration, which is the level
where the alcohol will inactivate an
enveloped virus within 30 seconds.
At 43% ethanol starts working
against the original SARS-CoV-1,
whose structure is almost
identical to the novel coronavirus
that causes Covid-19."-Forbes
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COMPLIANCE... AND
CARE

When the US called for distilleries in
the country to produce hand
sanitizer, we answered. Above
everything else, we have always
strived to produce the MOST
effective hand sanitizer against the
COVID-19, we even hired a medical
doctor to oversee our production, to
ensure we got it right, because we
care.

THE RIGHT ONE

Our hand sanitizer is made with
80% ethanol, the amount
recommended by the World Health
Organization to help stop the
COVID-19 by breaking down its
protective wall. We now have hand
sanitizer in stock and ready to ship
to companies nationwide. We also
now have this powerful sanitizer in
gel, which can be more convenient
for on the go.

As we continue to navigate through
this "new normal" you can rest
assured that purchasing hand
sanitizer from JLA Distillery,
although unconventional, will prove
to be a win. Most of us have been
experiencing the "unconventional"
for a while now and have come to
understand that doing something
differently brings many, surprisingly,
good outcomes.

